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views that in some moments
conflicted. The MpZ welcomes
this variety and encourages
you to send in your texts and
thoughts. I have thought to put
together a sexQueery column
in the succeeding issues because the last newsletter insufficiently covered the spectrum
of what some of us practice.
I’ve always needed to research
from the wise homo even for
my own edification. I welcome
your questions and text contributions for the future column.
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From Cocopierre with Love
Dearest
Færies...
Finally the Marieposa Zeitung
is BACK after a long break
stemming from a computer
BREAKDOWN back in February2004. A new and different
software (InDesign) has required
the semi-re-designing of the
MpZ, so bear with us, it will be a
little rough (but some of us prefer
it rough!). I have also been hard
at work on my personal work and
I would like to thank those of you
who have sent me numerous
words of support by eMail on this
regard. Thank you to those of
you who came to my Austellung
Eroffnung in Wolfsburg Germany
it was dear to my heart that the
effort was made. I can now return to my Newsletter editoress
commitments without delay.
This issue is dedicated to the
theme of «HISTORY» as the
EuroFæries near a DECADE
of gatherings and gatherettes.
Our recruiting efforts have been
minimal and in many ways very
Færie with a laissez-faire attitude. In Amsterdam this year
there were several missionary
projects, ARTLAUNCH 1 and 2
with DeeTale, Sunflower, fanta
and Martin. Later this Spring we

intitiated some missionary work
with a booth at the Schwules/
Lesben Strassenfest here in
Berlin (Thanks you to Butch
Buddha, Fanta and Jacob for
their help). But the EuroFæries
can none-the-less boast some
many hundreds of participants
throughout the years since a
small band of Færies came together the Northern Dutch Island
of Terschelling, see Mrs.Habibi
Ding Mei Mei, Junis and TTs
testimonies in this MpZ . Fanta
has compiled a short rambling
history of the EuroFæries in
this issue of the MpZ. We have
also placed a short visual history of the MpZ (formerly known
as EFF=EuroFærie Facts) and
a random selection of photo
album pictures from the last
decade of Gatherings and
Gatherettes in Europe and
beyond. Please send us some
of your short memories of
the last 10years (75words)
for the next MpZ. We hope
some of these images inspire.
The previous Issue of MpZ
was the second issue in some
years dedicated to the subject
of «SEX» and in true Færie
form expressed a variety of
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TERSCHELLING X has come
and gone, I have placed the
CALL for Terschelling10 here
as a matter of RECORD. It was
organized by Efthimios and it
was a wonderful gathering from
the early reports received by the
MpZ. Efthimios has also hosted
the Persephone gatherette in
Paris this year on Sunday 31.October,2004. We hope we will get
some pictures from that. Small
reports have also been that it
was wonderful. I have joined
him before and I highly recommend this wonderful intimate
experience if you are in Paris.
DIVINE DECADENCE: The
next Winter gathering will take
place in BERLIN 27.Dec,2004
– 3.Jan.2005. We hope many
Færies from far and near will
participate. It is being organized
by Fanta, Nurse Apollonia
and Butch Buddha. It will be
perhaps our first fully Urban
gathering and the Dynamic Trio
have found a venue in the heart
of Berlin Mitte. See their CALL in
this MpZ. The local Berlin online
FagRag here can be seen at
www.siegessaeule.de. The local chat is www.gayromeo.com
(a «Radical Færie» Gayromeo
«club» has already been set
up by Fanta). Post-Queeruption participants discovered
the Tuntenhaus (Drag-house)
a former (all-gay) squat on
Kastanienalle in the Prenzlauerberg area of Berlin.
There are now photos available
online from the first PARADISE Gathering in Thailand
organized then and now by
Mrs Habibi Ding Mei Mei.
His call can be seen and
read in this issue of the MpZ
and Online. I heard many
rave reviews of this gathering
from my recent trips to New
York.
Faerie-Internationalism!
NEXT years summer 2005
gathering may happen in multiple. As of this writing there
seems to be an interest in having an early summer gathering

in France and a late gathering
at Terschelling (if the Wierschuur
can be made available by its
owners) Ooops! Quelle horreur!
Last minute data confirms that
accessing the Haus is no longer
possible. Schade! Beltane1 was
most certainly a success and
organized by DeeTale. All indications are that he well develop
a call for Beltane2 as well. MpZ
will keep you posted. DeeTale
and the LandSeach team met
afterwards and have had some
new promising revelations for
a future EuroFærie Sanctuary.
We thank DeeTale for being this
issue’s ButtPage Subjekt. There
is an in depth interview by our
Færie sister Bubbling Banana.
Some of the interview photos are
by Kölnisch Photographer Ollie.
If you have any Buttpage candidates or someone you would
like to see for future issues of
the MpZ, please contact me.
EffTopica or YahooGroups
or Tribes.net which will it be?
The EuroFæries are having a
crisis of digital communication.
EffTopica was started some
time ago (by Chris in the UK)
and I started a Tribes.Net tribe
called the euroFæries (on the
urging DeeTale, it functions differently than a Newsgroup) and
most recently the euroFærie
Yahoo.group intiated by Viking
Diva of Estonia. It is indeed
true that, my mailbox has been
inundated by Spam but I am
not certain of their origin. I had
some initial difficulties accessing HOW TO join the Yahoo
Newsgroup but now it seems
to work quite well. Contact Viking Diva if you would like to
join that newsgroup as well.
The future status of the other 2
have not been well discussed.
Thank you to the many many
contributors to this History Issue. The number of Færies
and Færie photographers are
too numerous to credit correctly and so I apologize for the
lack of identification of so many
sweet Færie spirits. Photos
have come from Annelize, TT,
Ollie, TeddyBeer, Sunflower,
Mrs.Habibi Ding Mei Mei,
Viking Diva,
Christian,
Efthimios, and many others.
The NEXT Issue of MpZ will have
the theme of «MANIFESTATION»
as suggested by ‹Kai› a new
Færie here in Berlin Germany.
Send in your texts about
«Manifestations»
(Political,
spiritual,
sexual,
culinary
or whatever! Deadline is
currently
31January2005)
-----Cocopierre, Editor(esssss)

EuroFæries
Gathering
Calendar>>>>
«Divine Decadence»

The EuroFærie Winter Gathering 2004/5 Berlin Germany
27.December2004 – 3.January
2005 (see Map below)
contact: Fanta cmoes@gmx.de
or ButchBuddha
howaberlin@hotmail.com
or register online at: http:
//www.euroFærie.org/
for more info call:
Fanta 49 (0)30 61609419
++ 49 (0)1789247928 (mobile)
ButchBuddha 49(0)30 6189509
49(0) 174 369 59 13 (mobile)
«Tropical Paradise II» Gay
Men’s Gathering in Thailand,
21–30.January 2005
contact: John/Mei Mei at
tropicalgathering2005@yahoo

closer it´s getting colder!
T-T
*****************************
7.November2004, Sunday,
16.00 hours
@ HeidiBonnBonn›s place in
Cologne, [W.Haas]
Roonstr.asse 51, 50674 Köln
phone: +49 (0)221 2720078
e-mail: faerywolf@yahoo.com
Heidi will facilitate this gatherette, so just check with her
about it, if you need a place to
stay etc. etc.
*****************************
29November2004, Sunday,
16.00 hours
@ Cuddles place in Cologne
[F. Brehm]
Hohentwielerstrasse 3
50935 Köln,
phone: +49 (0)221 2410693
e-mail: xzzz@web.de
Cuddles will facilitate this gatherette, so ask her about it, if you

nowak.com
T-T is facilitating this gatherette:
It is on carneval sunday, so after
a few days and nights of singing
and dancing in Cologne this will
be a gatherette to relax, have
a heartcircle, walk through the
woods, go to the Sauna in the
Rheingoldfaerie castle, have a
good dinner, a puppy pile
before the fireplace and if you
like, get ready for the rest of
Karneval(Carnival).
Being in the middle of carneval
we ask you to come in beautiful
colours...!
EveryFærie is welcome! If you
want to stay overnight or cum
earlier.Netherlands:>>>>
Sunday 5.December Gift &
heartcircle for the Dutchspeaking Færies at Annelize›s
place: Hoogte Kadijk 45-b
,Amsterdam.«I organised a
simular circle some years ago

EuroFærie Calendar Notes
.com
http://www.qbiss.com/TPG2005
or www.eurofaerie.org and go to
Calendar section
From Friday January 21st to
Sunday January 30th, gay men
from all over the world with converge on the magical island of
Koh Yao Yai near Phuket, Thailand.

EuroGatherette
Calendar>>>>
The Rheingolds Færies are

having the following fall and
winter gatherettes to bring
some light, joy and love and
Færiefun into these darker days
of the year. Please check in advance with the facilitator of the
gatherette. More detailed
information about each gatherette will probably be send
shortly before it happens.Get

need a place to stay, what to
bring etc. etc.
*****************************
19December2004, Sunday,
16.00 hours
@ Frenys place in Dernau
Franz Kreuzberg
Hauptstrasse 50
53507 Dernau
phone: +49 26432869
Freny will facilitate this gatherette, so please check with her,
what she is planing, what to
bring, places to stay etc.
*****************************
6February2005, Sunday, 15.00
hours
@ Pantheras and T-T´s place
[G.Oetken]
Berghovener Strasse 57
53227 Bonn
phone: +49 (0)228 443218
Mobil: +49 (0)176 76792234
e-mail: geert.oetken@oetken-
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on the traditional day of Sinterklaas with a Færie- & other
friends, & it was very succesful
and intimate. I propose that
all participants are welcome
from 5PM & bring something to
eat and drink and that every
one who feels to join makes a
nice wrapped gift (sinterklaarsurprise) that will be shared
in the circle and picked up by
another faerieparticipant.If you
want to write a poem with it
(sinterklaasgedicht)that will be
read aloud by the one that gets
your present. After a light meal,
and sharing the gifts there will a
sinterklaas surprise ritual and a
heartcircle .Please let me know
before who feels like joining
this Sinterklaasfaerie-evening.
Anna-Lize (janhjwillemsen@zo
nnet.nl)

«Divine Dekadence»

Gathering CALL
2004/05 Berlin
EuroFærie Winter Gathering
27.December
2004 – 3.Januar y 2005
Gathering
CALL
The gathering will take place on two floors of the Alte
Feuerwache (the old fire station) located in the center
of Berlin, across the street from where the Wall once
stood. For more information check out:
www.alte-feuerwache.de
We will have the top two floors in a 4 story building, there
may be other people on the 1st floor and there is a café
on the ground floor. Each floor has a kitchen. We hope
that the 2nd floor can be the early risers floor with the
breakfast/lunch kitchen and the 3rd floor will be the late
risers floor with the dinner kitchen. Fear not, each floor
will have designated snoring and non snoring rooms.
Berlin can be very cold and grey in the winter, bring
warm clothes and colorful drag! The Alte Feuerwache
will provide sheets (all the more room in your luggage for drag).Please leave your non-human pets at
home.This is to be a men’s only gathering.
The Gathering will be DIY (do it yourself), meaning if you wish to facilitate a ritual, a workshop, a meal or anything else you are encouraged to do so. We encourage you to discuss it
online on the Yahoo list before the gathering and
there will be the usual daily event planning signups.
We encourage you to come a few days early or to stay
a few days later to enjoy all that Berlin has to offer so
you wont feel the need to skip out of the gathering.
While the Færies are a community that comes together to create magic, it is important that all people
take responsibility for the gathering and for themselves and their own experience. The Færies are
an opportunity to create abundance from our many
talents and gifts. The Færies are also an opportunity to create a true classless society where no one
is identified by their wealth or lack thereof and where
no one has power or authority over one another.
Payment & fees: the fee is € 25 – € 35 per day, more if you
can, less if you cant, no one turned away for lack of funds.
We prefer that you register and pay beforehand if
possible, and as early as you can, also if you cannot come for the whole time but only for a few days
please think about paying the „more if you can” rate
as we have to pay for all the beds for the whole time.
The
bank
transfer
info
is:
Anthony B. Heric, Berliner Sparkasse
BLZ: 100 500 00
#: 611256118
SWIFT (BIC): BELA DE BE
The IBAN is just everything put together with a country
code and is as follows: DE12 1005 0000 0611 2561 18
To mail your registration by POST send to:
Christopher Moes, Admiralstr 17, D-10999 Berlin
Germany
or email to cmoes@gmx.de

*

Achtung!
NurseApollonia,

or register online at: http://www.euroFærie.org/
for more info call:
Fanta++49 (0)30 61609419, ++ 49 (0)1789247928
(mobile)
cmoes@gmx.de or
Butch Buddha ++49 (0)30 618 95 09 , ++49 (0) 174
369 59 13 (mobile)
howaberlin@hotmail.com
Travel directions:
The Alte Feuerwache is located at 40/41
Axel-Springer-Strasse. For an online map
plan
go
to
http://www.berlin.de/stadtplan/
map.asp
and
enter
the
street
address.
From Berlin Tegel Airport: Take bus 128 to
Kurt-Schumacher-Platz. Then take the UBahn
(Subway/Tube/Metro) #U6 in the direction „Alt
Mariendorf”. Get off at „Kochstrasse (Checkpoint Charlie). Follow walking directions below.
From Berlin Schönefeld Airport: Take the Sbahn to Friedrichstrasse, change to the U6 UBahn in the direction „Alt Mariendorf”. Get off at
Kochstrasse. Follow walking directions below.
From
Berlin Tempelhof Airport:
Take
the
U6 U-Bahn in the direction „Alt Tegel” Get
off at Kochstrasse. Follow directions below.
Walking directions from Kochstrasse (Checkpoint Charlie) walk east along Kochstrasse for about
3 blocks pass the Axel Springer Verlag building on
your left. Turn left onto Axel Springer Strasse. Walk
over the cobblestone/brick line where the wall used
to be, twirl and sing „life is a cabaret, old chum,
come to the cabaret” and you have arrived. The
Alte Feuerwache will be there in all its full glory in
front of your unbelieving, dewy, and star-filled eyes!
By Deutsche Bahn Train from Zoo Station (Berlin Zoologischer Garten): take the U2 U-bahn in
the direction „Pankow”. Get off at „Spittlemarkt”.
Walk towards Leipziger Strasse and turn left at
the „Ebbinghaus” building. A pedestrian walkway
will lead you to Axel Springer Strasse and it is on
your left side after about 200 meters walk over
the cobblestone/brick line where the wall used
to be, twirl and sing „life is a cabaret, old chum,
come to the cabaret” and you have arrived. The
Alte Feuerwache will be there in all its full glory in
front of your unbelieving, dewy, and star-filled eyes!
if you get lost, call (Fanta’s mobile) ++49 (0)
01789247928 or (Butch Buddha’s mobile) ++49 (0)
174 369 59 13
LAST MINUTE NOTE:
SPECIAL Events are being Planned!! All Gay EuroFærie Sauna Night! Skirt Færie BallRoom dancing Night!! no-Talent show on A real Berlin Stage
Club!! and Much Much More!!!Other Events are
welcomed and encouraged!!

Süß!
Butch Buddha,
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Fanta

Koko &

Habibi MeiMei

Tropical
Paradise
II
*Gay Men’s Gathering in Thailand
21–30.January 2005

http://www.qbiss.com/
TPG2005 or
www.eurofaerie.org and go
to Calendar section
From Friday January
21st to Sunday January 30th, gay men from
all over the world with
converge on the magical
island of Koh Yao Yai near
Phuket, Thailand.
Last years› gathering found
55 men arriving on our
island paradise from the
US, Middle, East, Europe
and all over Asia. This year
we are again expecting a
big turnout as the happy
participants of 2004 spread
the word throughout Asia.
So please plan ahead and
register early as space
is limited. Priority will be
given to those staying for
the entire gathering so
please plan to be with us
for the entire length of the
gathering if at all possible.
More information, registration form and
FAQ sheet available at
our website on http:
//www.qbiss.com/TPG2005
or www.euroFaerie.org
(Calendar section)
For photos from the previous gathering in February
of 2004, please visit http:
//www.hurant.com/tpg/
Thumbs1.htm
This is a non-profit event
organized by the Dutch
foundation
in
Amsterdam called ‘EuroFærie’
(www.eurofaerie.org). The
idea is for gay men from all
over the world to meet in a
quiet and beautiful natural
setting and get to know
each other and ourselves
better. We will have morning
group talks, nature walks,
swimming, snorkeling and
maybe even a cross-cultural romance or two. We

improvise our activities as
we go along through the
week, but please also plan
on a talent show, fundraising auction to help
pay for scholarships, and
making lots of new friends.
We have been meeting like
this in the USA for 25 years
in the tradition of the Radical Færies (google it if you
want to know more!….) , in
Europe for 10 years and
this will be our second
meeting in Asia. We REALLY hope to get more Asian
guys involved, so please
spread the word. Last
years gathering attracted
20 men from around Asia
and about 30 from USA, Europe and the Middle East.

Gathering CALL
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The cost for the 10 days on
the island (food, accommodation and equipment)
will be based on $25US
per day. As of now, we are
planning that there be 10
full and 10 partial scholarships for guys from Southeast and other regions of
Asia, especially developing countries like Vietnam,
Laos, Cambodia or China.
We also have a small fund
to help finance travel from
developing countries in
the region. Please note
that those paying the full
rate will actually be sponsoring the full costs of
one of our 20 scholarship
Færies from Asia. Sliding
scale fees based on your
ability to pay are possible,
so please be in touch and
we can most likely work
something
out
based
on what you can afford.
Questions?.....
E-mail John/Mei Mei at
tropicalgathering2005@ya
hoo.com

Færie Anonymous

Pussy

SPRACHE
Kerry has not yet conceded defeat, but I have. Even if someone finds that crate full of votes for Kerry bobbing down
the Cuyahoga River, the American people have spoken, and they have sent the world a message: «We›re barely bright
enough to chew our own food.»
Incompetence, incoherence, inarticulateness, pettiness and random savagery apparently do not deter the majority of
Americans. The thing that really, REALLY matters to Americans? Homos. And foreigners. Both must be stopped at
any cost.
Americans voted overwhelmingly in favor of bigotry, amending state constitutions around the country to prevent samesex couples from having any rights beyond the right to live on the margins of society. We clearly have far more to fear
from The International Homosexual Conspiracy(tm) than we do from North Korea and the collapse of the American
health care system.
Apparently, we are truly a nation of slackjawed yokels, awed only by grotesque displays of wealth and violence,
reverent only of the bossman and beholden not even to our children, since we seem content to mortgage their future
in favor of a $300 tax refund that we have traded for decent jobs, healthcare, and a just society. We make pious noises
about worshipping a Just and Merciful God, while doling out destruction and horror upon the innocent, pausing only to
pat ourselves on the back for waging a «just» war to rid the world of
tyrants that audaciously aspire to exist after they lose their utility to us in endless low-level conflicts to control the
world›s oil supply.
We seem to have become cheap, venal, vulgar and petty while we apparently don›t have the ability to reason our way
out of the dilemma of taking care of the sick, watching out for the elderly, and teaching our children not to be credulous,
callow dupes.
To my friends from the UK, France and anyone to whom they choose to forward this, I feel that I owe you an apology. It
is as if I have brought an orangutan to high tea... While he flings shit at you and tries to snatch pastries from your plate,
I am left wondering how I might make it up to you. The world›s richest and most powerful nation seems to have lost
its moral compass. We have lost interest in leading by example in favor of taking by force. I would like to say that I
believe that one day in the future America might regain its senses. Unfortunately, I am not terribly optimistic. The best I
can offer you is to remind you that Nixon also won a second term.
Your friend, …

BERLIN Schwul/Lesbisches Straßenfest 2004 •EuroFærie Stand 343
At the Gay-Lesbian Street
Festival in Berlin we posted the
following sign to discourage
people from asking what the
EuroFæries were selling:

«Die Færies verkaufen
nichts! Sie haben den
gedanken gemeinsam, dass der lesbisch-Schwule ‹Main
stream› nicht die
einzige Wirklichkeit
darstellt!»
(Faeries sell nothing! Faeries
share the idea that the gay-lesbian ‹main stream› is NOT the
only reality!)
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Herbs
by Junis

In the present all time is
contained
Within this newspaper›s theme
of «History», going back in time,
reflecting and holding on to what
once was, I would like to mention
the name of J. Krishnamurti.
Years ago when going through
times of confusion and agony,
questioning my existence, the
purpose and goals of life, I came
across a small booklet with
the title: «thoughts on Life».
It triggered my interest in the
man Krishnamurti and made
me hungry for more about what
others had wrote about him.
Yes, others, because unlikely
what was common during that
time of enlightened masters and
guru›s, K did not wanted to be
a guru, leader or teacher in the

traditional sense of the word. He
spoke and others wrote down his
words, merely holding a mirror in
front of his readers and listeners
reflecting his thoughts in which
we could see or find ourselves.
The main objective that kept
coming back, especially in his
book « Freedom From The
Past», was his desire to make his
readers observe and examine all
those big issues, such as love,
freedom, death, desire, truth,
all over again, claiming that the
past has not brought us humans
much progression passing on
the same factual values from
generation to generation. We
got so used accepting traditional
teachings and values, almost
without thinking, that we overlook
that they are sometimes rooted in
polluted soil..The word «love» for
instance he found so burdened
and misinterpreted; one word to
express a variety of divergent
emotions. For the love of ones
country soldiers are allowed to
kill, priests, monks and nuns
deny their sexuality, an intrinsic
part of being human, during a life
time of love for God. Love is so
much confused and entangled
by security and personal
satisfaction. K. does not leave us
any other option than to redefine
the meaning all over again.
By observing ourselves, our
emotions and drives, and daring
to question that what seems to
be established as part of our
cultural inheritance, we can free
ourselves from the past.
But what is the herbal connection
after
these
introductory
thoughts? I can only speak
from my own experiences and
be thrilled how things fall into
place. From abstract, emotional
concepts mentioned before to
those material, but with life and
spirit charged creatures is not a
big step. The same words come
in; observation and reappraisal.
A tree is not just a tree anymore
, but a specific creature with its
own uniqueness, history and
energy. And a plant is not «just»
a beautiful organic structure but
a living being, a micro cosmos
with its own entity, character and
sometimes curing capacities.
Openly visible for individuals that
have learned to and want to see
them...Observing consciously,
like a first time confrontation,
and connecting with its spirit
, especially when it comes to
making use of its curing capacity
it now seems more essential
than ever to connect in an
intuitive way with its spiritual
healing power rather than solely
using its curing ingredients.
This is how it was done by
old and almost disappeared
nature connected tribes in
times without any knowledge
of chemistry, physiology and
anatomy. It is most exciting
and inspiring to approach plant
life in such a historical way and
at the same time set the mind
free from a more recent past in
which medical technology has
distanced us from its organic
origins, keeping us at the surface
caring for symptoms only.

Now, a season later, I am
standing in my garden again,
surrounded by plant life and
insect life, remembering that
emotional moment that occurred
one year ago. It completely took
me by surprise during one of
those quiet moments outdoors.
A grayish smoky mist draped
over a variety of plants drew
my attention. It was a very fine
leaved plant with the obscure
name Fumaria officinalis. Its
organic nature, its dependence
on and co-existence with more
structural neighbors and most

of all its vulnerable radiation
created a sudden and deep
emotional connection. What a
privilege to be touched by this
plant spirit ! In natural medicine
Fumaria is used as a liver and
bile activator and thus blood
cleanser. And as a result also
used for various skin related
problems, such as eczema and
psoriasis. Hopefully it is going
to guide me to the person who
is about to benefit most of her
healing properties.
------Junis, july 2004

Creating Sanctuary

«Those
who
Growl»

Lania, Junis,DeeTale and
TT...Creating Community...
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The island of Terschelling has
hosted our gatherings for the
last nine years so this gathering
marks a decade of Fresian Færie
activity. Undeniably, the location
is magical. The expansive and
ever-changing skies, the sea
that comes and goes over the
immensity of the mudflats, the
gorgeous meadows and the
endless beaches all contribute
to the creation of a state of being
that attunes us to nature and
opens up our senses.
Yet, for Færie space to occur,
we need Færies who are
willing to open up their hearts
and give, to listen and share.
To create and contribute. To
be patient, mirthful, deep as
well as superficial. We need
trust and risk-taking. Letting
go and dedication. In other
words, in the past decade, Die
Wierschuur, has been witness
to the extraordinary journeys of
hundreds of Færies. We now
have a history there. The spirits
of the land and of the house
recognize us. They remember
our rituals and interventions.
Every heart circle has left its
mark.
The title of this gathering,
“Terschelling X,” is a reminder
of our history on Terschelling.
Not that this will be necessarily
a gathering of retrospection.
Along with the memories we
have the opportunity to create
new ones. For example, in the
announcement, along with the
title, we have included some of
the activities that have already
been suggested by Færies that
have committed to come:
Frannie has volunteered himself
as a facilitator of a shamanic
workshop that will unfold over
two days. Seaflower/Sunflower
Jimmy has volunteered to
facilitate a tantric workshop.You
may contact him at sunflowerji
mmy@hotmail.com I, Efthimios
have envisioned a ritual entitled
“The Dance of the Seven
Veils.” Please contact me at
efthimios@aol.com if you are
interested in participating in the
planning of this ritual. I need
Færies to organize each of the
seven segment of this ritual.
Each segment requires a veil
that should be prepared ahead
of time. Please contact me
and lets put our priestess heads
together.
Also:
Bring something that you can
place on our Færie altar. This
could be something that has
special meaning to you. Bring
whatever you like or nothing at
all. Other Færie things you can
bring:
Music instruments, sheet music,
talent, dances, poetry, plays,
and anything else the nine
Muses inspire you to bring. This
can be used any time during
the gathering but it is especially
important for our talent/no talent
show.
Decorations: go wild with this.
Colorful cloths and objects,
candles and tea lights (make
sure they are safe), Christmas
lights, streamers, anything fun

PREVIOUS GATHERING:(see Album)

TERSCHELLING

and/or
magical.
Drag: Honey,
do I need to
talk about this
one?
Just find
your fabulous inner
goddess and bring her
to life (yes, yes, drag
is not only about wearing
women’s clothes so go where
you want to go with it).
Workshops and workshop
paraphernalia: massage oils,
paint, tools, make-up, nail polish,
sewing instruments, knowledge,
recipes, macrame, anything
really that can keep Færies busy
and happy. Bring your skills
to the gathering and facilitate
a workshop or conference
or presentation or lesson or
whatever. Don’t be timid about
sharing your knowledge or even
asking for a workshop that you
want to see happen.
Auction items: we usually
have an auction to raise
money for the Færie
association. So bring
anything you think
you can put up
for auction. Put
yourself in the
buyers mind
and
act
pillows.
accordingly.
Drag,
gifts,
artwork,
cds,
dvds,
massages,
tarot
readings,
makeovers,
anything
really that people can
exchange for money. Here
too you can be creative and
out-there.
FOMS: Not to discourage you
from doing as much as possible,
but be aware of the FOMS
(Fear Of Missing Something)
syndrome.
Færies afflicted
by this condition run around a
gathering constantly feeling that
they are missing something. Be
present and open to what you
are doing at the moment you
are doing it—even if that is doing
nothing. Remember, only the
present exists.
An open heart. Almost every
morning we gather in heart
circle, during which we take
turns talking from the heart.
Bring an open heart and your
listening skills. The language
is usually mostly English, but
you are encouraged to use any
type of communication and any
language your heart desires—
even silence. Ask for translation
if you want and the group will
provide.
More down-to-earth practical:
Bring:
-Bedding:
sleeping
bag, blankets, pillowcase and
other sleeping accoutrements
(but leave your non-human
pets at home). The house only

provides
mattresses
and

-Warm clothes. The
Fresian Summer can be warm,
but those Nordic gods and
goddesses have a chilly side to
them. One icy stare from their
blue-grey eyes and we can have
several days of cold wind and
rain. Be prepared to go either
way: cuddling in front of the fire
or running around naked on the
huge beach.
-Shower and bathroom
necessities.
Bring many 50
cent coins for the showers.
One coin buys you about three
minutes of hot water.
-Payment.
If you
haven’t paid by two weeks
before the gathering, then bring
cash and pay after you arrive.
-Contact. The house
doesn’t have a phone, and
neither do I. We need someone
to bring their phone to serve as
a contact number at the house.
This could be only during certain
hours. Let me know.
GETTING THERE:
If you are arriving on flying Færie
bicycle, instruct it to take you to
the Terschelling X Gathering. It
will do the rest.
If
you
are
using
other
transportation:First get to the
Netherlands. Once in the
Netherlands, you need to first
get to Harlingen where you will
take the boat to Terschelling, the
island upon which we will have
the gathering. There are several
ways of getting to Harlingen (the
port is called Harlingen Haven).
By train: information can be
found at www.ns.nl/domestic/
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index.cgi or
call 09009292
within Holland.
For
international
trains go to www.ns.nl/
international/index.cgi.
Trains in the Netherlands
run every half hour. Once in
Harlingen, you need to make
sure you have at least a half
hour to get to the harbor from
Harlingen station.
You can
take the less frequent train to
Harlingen Haven which will allow
you to get to the boat within 20
minutes.
From most places within Holland
it is practical to take the train
all the way. This is possible
from Amsterdam also, but it is
actually faster and cheaper to
switch over to a bus at Alkmaar
that will take you directly to the
boat. The bus line is called
Interliner (the long distance bus
lines). Take bus 351 (1 hour and
30 minutes) or bus 350 (with this
bus you have to change buses
at some point—a quick and easy
change that you will be directed
through by your driver).
It is cheaper to buy your
Interliner tickets at the
railway station. If you
are combining the
train and the bus,
ask for traininterliner
ticket.
It is a
good
idea to hook up with a Dutch
Færie for all of this. They will
help you navigate the whole
thing AND through them you
can get a 40% reduction on your
ticket! Bus information can also
be found by calling 09009292
within Holland (the number for
detailed information on public
transport in Holland).
Another much easier way to
getting to Harlingen Haven is by
taxi. If you network with other
Færies who are travelling up at
the same time, you can share a
taxi or a taxi van. The more the
cheaper! I think it takes just over
an hour.
If you are absolutely in the mood
to fly and your bicycle is broken,
then you can actually take a
helicopter to Harlingen. Go to
www.heliholland.nl.
ONCE you get to Harlingen
Haven, buy your ticket for the
boat and get to Terschelling.
There are fast boats (50 minutes,
takes no cars) and slow boats (2
hours and takes cars).
The
website:
www.rederijdoeksen.nl
or
www.rederij-doeksen.nl/
neddiehtvv.htm
Telephone:
0031517491500
(from outside Holland and within
Europe) or 09003635736 (from
within Holland).
Looking forward to seeing you
all.
Færie love,
Efthimios
and the rest of the organizing
team.

PARIS Gatherette

MEDITATION
The “No More Hollywood” gathering’s theme was
meant to touch upon the shadow aspects of our life. These aspects
we tend to deny, sublimate, and otherwise turn away from. One of
these shadow aspects, in fact I believe one of the biggest shadows
that can at times cover us and overwhelm us, is fear. I thought about
this quite a bit and wondered what was an appropriate and healthy
reaction to fear. Giving in to fear and letting it take over just didn’t
seem like a good idea. Nor was ignoring it. So I came to

the idea that the reason fear can be so
paralyzing is that it is not given enough
respect. We do not listen to it properly. Since listening is
such a central aspect of heart circles, I thought that this was an
appropriate meditation with which to start a morning heart circle.
The image that came to mind was that fear is like a
child who doesn’t get the attention it deserves. This abused and
desperate child will be unhappy and will try at any opportunity to
seize control of our attention in an exaggerated way. The solution is
neither to slap the child and tell it to shut-up, nor to let it have its way
and create chaos. The solution is to make the child feel like a valued
and important member of the family. This way the child can mature
and become a member of a well balanced and functioning family.
So, in my meditation I guided the participants to imagine
a home in the center of their being. This home is occupied by a
large family whose members embody the various aspects of our
personalities and emotional lives. Some members of this family
have nice big rooms with lots of sun and others live in small cramped
dark rooms, and yet others lurk in the most dark recesses of the attic
and the cellar (and some are buried in the garden…).
There are children in this house and they are not always
taken care of. Take, for example Fear, who is routinely ignored and
who spends some of his time thinking of ways to create chaos for
other members of the family in order to take control of the home, and
some of his time plotting with his more favored brother Hatred.
I invited the participants of the meditation to enter Fear’s
dark room, draw the curtains open to let the sun in and to have a
conversation with him. Without scolding him, they were to speak
gently and reassure fear that he was a loved and important member
of the family and that he should be honored. The participants were
encouraged to think of a gesture they could use with Fear as a sign
of complicity. I chose the extending of the hand to take Fear’s hand
and to walk together asking Fear’s advice on various situations that
could involve danger (his actual function in the family).
I closed the meditation with a reemerging into the circle
space. The heart circle that followed was rich with talk of fear and
people’s relationships to it. Since this circle took place on the first
full day, I believe it contributed to the deepening of the experience of
the gathering. I hope other people appreciated it despite its pseudotherapeutic approach.
Blessed be, Efthimios (Paris)

Persephone Reborn
Stephanie of Paris

by Eau de Cindy; editor:
Efthimios.
On a sunny afternoon of the
first Saturday of last May,
Paris experienced the annual
resurrection of Persephone.
According to High Priestess
Efthi, Persephone worship was
the first modern Færie ritual
performed in Europe, as it was
idealized a decade ago by
Former Lekker Ding / Habibi,
now once more renamed and
resident in the Asian Kingdom
of Thighland [Thailand]. I felt
truly honored upon hearing
that I would be initiated in the
continuation of a ritual with such
special meaning for EuroFærie
history.
Following
arcane
tradition,
Efthi summoned the faithful to
worship Persephone, which
for this occasion manifested
themselves in the terrestrial
identities of High Priestess
Tinkerbell, Maria, Hervé, myself
and SuperModel.
We assembled at Efthi’s
and SuperModel’s common
dwelling, being warmly hosted
in a neighborhood built on a
former swamp of Paris which,
by royal command, underwent
aristocratic urban renewal and
thus became a world attraction
swamped by culture vultures,
guppies and shop-a-holics.
Coming soon: an Adidas
Megastore to cater to the lowheeled proletariat.
Oblivious to the signs of swamp
invasion, SuperModel focused
on his chosen après ritual
task, while Efthi presented the
gathered
Persephone-philes
with flowers, lace and umbrellas
to create our procession
paraphernalia. Once decorated
and dressed up in Færie
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regalia, the faithful, except for
SuperModel, descended to
the streets and proceeded in
procession to the Golden Gate.
Our tour past the Place des
Vosges and the Queen’s
“Pavillion” made an impression
on the thrill-seeking tourists and
jaded locals, who silently made
way for us as if commanded
by a spell. Having arrived at
the Golden Gate, we made a
pilgrimage through the green
entrails of the Vincennes woods
till Efthi located the site of the
last underground whereabouts
of Persephone.
At
that
moment,
under
the guidance of both High
Priestesses present, we silkveiled ourselves in respect,
marked the cardinal points with
our flower-and-lace decorated
umbrellas, and proceeded to
dig. Signs of divine presence
were soon felt, as several
treasures
were
unearthed,
eliciting reminiscences from
bygone
times.
Although
occasionally
interrupted
by
transient manifestations of urban
life forms (mostly youth asking if
we were having a party of sorts),
the atmosphere deepened into
the spiritual dimension with each
soiled Persephone treasure
retrieved from the earth.
Shortly before sunset, the High
Priestesses
disclosed
their
concept for this year’s new
and
improved
Persephone
reincarnation. They had had a
vision of a strikingly beautiful
Persephone
doll
in
clay,
presented on a silver tray,
blessing all EuroFærie rituals
with her presence during her
sojourn above ground. In a
common and inspired effort, and
rushing in order to benefit from
the last rays of sun, the gathered
Persephone-philes managed to
make spoken revelation come
true.
So it came to pass that, at the
strike of darkness, we left the
woods of Vincennes through
the Golden Door carrying with
us a ravishing Stephanie doll
complete with sparkling, golden
pumps and accompanied by
a phallic, winged phoenix.
SuperModel was waiting for us
in the swamp with a gourmet
dinner, thus providing the
delicious finish for a perfect
Persephone ritual.
In my memory, this will remain
the day that a Greek-originated,
EuroFærie-transmitted
manifestation
of
divinity
synchronized in my transcultural
mind as Our Lady Stephanie of
Paris on High-Heels. Herewith
my homage in the form of this
eyewitness report with the Good
News.
May Stephanie’s post-virginal
light, whether pure or diamondreflecting, save the Nike masses
from the shadows of bad taste
and style-ignorance! Eau de

Cindy (Paris)

In the Summer of 2004
the first
EuroFæries
BELTANE
was organized by
DeeTale of
Amsterdam.
It took place
in France on
the property
of a «witch»
and her dog.

First «BELTANE» Gatherette France 2004
Michela

Dreamweaver

Feierfis
Govinda

Martin

Wim

Lanai & Jacob
LoveStar

DeeTale

BELTANE 01

ArtLaunch.1
AMSTERDAM Gatherette

DeeTale
Martin

SunFlower

Fanta

ArtLaunch.2

WIE EN WAT ZIJN
RADICAL FÆRIES?
Wij zijn een netwerk
van saters,sissies,
leernichten,
dramatische
dragqueens,
flickers, activisten,
kunstenaars,
revolutionairen,
boeren, heksen,
heidenen,
godsdeinstige
dwazen, stad-en
landbewoners, die
homo’s en lesbo’s als
op zichzelf staande
en unieke mensen
beschouwen. Met een
eigen kultuur, een
eigen spiritualiteit
en met een eigen
zoekpad naar zijn en
waarheid.---Junis.

culturelle qui, il y a 2 500 ans,
suscita l›éveil de la démocratie,
du théâtre, de la philosophie,
des
mathématiques,
de
l›histoire etc. On pensait que
l›amour mâle faisait ressortir les
meilleures qualités d›un jeune
homme, en particulier la virilité
et le courage. À la guerre, les
soldats combattaient souvent
côte à côte avec leur bien aimé,
comme dans le Bataillon Sacré

Creating HISTORY
Excerpted from the OnLine
«Androphile project» (English
is at the end) Commencer
d›abbord en français:
Histoire de l›homoexualité =
Histoire de l›humanité
L›histoire est écrite par les
vainqueurs. Ils choisissent ce
que l›on se rappellera, et ce
qui sera caché. Ainsi en a-t-il
été avec l›éros mâle. Regarder
n›importe quel livre d›histoire
pourrait donner l›impression
qu›aucune société n›a jamais
fait l›éloge de l›amour entre
hommes, que jamais un peintre,
un poète ou un pape n›a partagé
son lit et son cœur avec un autre
homme. Les preuves de l›amour
entre personnes de même
sexe ont été soit discrètement
dissimulées, comme pour les
Grecs et les Romains, soit
rapidement détruites, comme
cela est encore le cas avec les
arts Maya et Inca nouvellement
exhumés. Le résultat de cette
tromperie a été une inutile
polarisation de la société et
d›énormes souffrances pour
celles et ceux qui tombaient
amoureux de personnes de leur
propre sexe.
Non censurées, les archives
révèlent une toute autre réalité :
l›amour mâle est une constante
universelle. Seule l›attitude de la
société envers lui a pu changer.
Toutes les cultures ont régulé
l›amour mâle, en tissant autour
de lui divers rituels. Et quelquesunes ont essayé - en vain - de le
faire complètement disparaître.
Généralement, l›amour male
faisait partie du tissu social et
religieux. Des cités-états de la
Grèce et de la Rome ancienne
avec ses empereurs (Trajan
et Hadrien, entre autres) aux
chamans sibériens et aux
sorciers guérisseurs amérindiens
Two-Spirit, des membres des
tribus africaines aux empereurs
et érudits chinois, les peuples de
par le monde ont compris et fait
une place à la vulnérabilité des
hommes à la beauté des autres
hommes. Ils acceptèrent le fait
que, mariés ou non, les hommes
tombent amoureux d›hommes et
de jeunes hommes, rêvent d›eux,
écrivent sur eux, se battent pour
eux, et les emmènent dans
leur lit. Et la plupart du temps,
ils comprenaient que les petits
garçons étaient exclus de ce
jeu, de la même façon qu›ils
comprenaient que les petites
filles en étaient aussi exclues.
Dans la Grèce classique, l›amour
entre hommes était de bien des
façons analogue aux mariages
de l›époque, considéré comme
aussi important dans la vie des
individus et consacré par la
mythologie grecque. C›était la
pierre angulaire d›une tradition

Dans l›Occident pré-moderne,
l›amour
mâle
survivait
principalement
dans
la
clandestinité, et n›était visible
que lorsque des amants avaient
la malchance de se faire prendre,
ou quand des artistes assez
courageux pour se moquer
des conventions y faisaient
allusion. Beaucoup d›écrivains,
de musiciens, de peintres et
de poètes l›ont dépeint, mais
toujours sous forme cachée

1900s Edward Carpenter
(uk)

gegenüber hat sich verändert.
Alle Kulturen haben sich mit
der männlichen Liebe befasst
und verschiedenste Mythen um
sie gesponnen. Einige haben
versucht - ohne Erfolg - sie
auszulöschen.
Es war die Regel, dass Schwule
Teil des sozialen und religiösen
Gefüges waren. Von den antiken
Stadtstaaten
Griechenlands
und Roms mit ihrer Eroberern
(u.a. Trajan und Hadrian), über
die sibirischen Schamanen
und
die
«Zwei_Seelen»
(two_spirit)
Medizinmänner
der Einheimischen Amerikas,
bis zu den afrikanischen
Stammesmännern und Chinas
Eroberern
und
Gelehrten:
Oscar Wilde
UK

>>>

1890s Magnus
Hirschfeld (DE)

de Thèbes ; plus tard, menés
par Alexandre le Grand et son
compagnon Héphaïston, les
Grecs conquirent le monde
connu. Bien sûr, la Grèce n›était
pas une utopie : la prostitution et
le viol, souvent accompagné de
l›esclavage, étaient courants.
Au
Japon,
les
apprentis
samouraïs formaient un couple
avec de plus vieux guerriers,
pour être entraînés dans les
arts de la guerre et de l›amour,
et même le Shogun disposait
- en plus de ses concubines
- de nombreux garçons, leurs
amours
«Nanshoku»
nous
furent rapportées par les
écrivains et les peintres Shunga
qui immortalisèrent la «ShuDô», la Voie des Éphèbes. Ils
immortalisèrent également les
vies difficiles des Tobi-Ko, de
jeunes acteurs itinérants de
Kabuki, qui devaient peiner sur
scène le jour et satisfaire au lit
leurs clients la nuit.
Dans les pays musulmans, de
célèbres poètes iraniens et
arabes comme Hafiz de Shiraz
et Abou Nawas louèrent et
pestèrent contre les charmes
des garçons (qu›ils abreuvaient
parfois de vin pour les séduire).
Les saints Soufis de l›Inde à la
Turquie cherchaient à trouver
Allah en contemplant la beauté
des jeunes gens imberbes. Les
conteurs enchâssèrent des
contes de l›amour mâle dans
Les Mille et Une Nuits. Des
artistes comme Riza i-Abbassi
amusèrent les rois et les princes
avec leurs miniatures persanes
magnifiquement travaillées et
leurs calligraphies. Les mollahs
et les censeurs s›insurgèrent
contre l›amour mâle, mais
des hommes de tous milieux,
des califes aux porteurs, s›en
délectèrent, et tous attendaient
avec impatience d›être servis
par d› «éternels jeunes gens
beaux comme des perles», une
fois au paradis.
En Amérique du Nord et
en
Sibérie,
les
traditions
chamanistes remontant à l›âge
de pierre reconnaissaient les
pouvoirs spirituels particuliers de
ces hommes et femmes attirés
par les amours du même sexe,
comme on peut encore le voir
dans la tradition amérindienne
Two-Spirit (Deux-Esprits), qui a
survécu jusqu›à ce jour.

: Michel-Ange, qui para la
Chapelle Sixtine d›éclatants
nus masculins ; Shakespeare,
qui donna la sérénade à son
amoureux dans ses sonnets ;
Blake, qui se révolta contre les
prêtres qui «ligotaient de ronces
mes joies et mes désirs» ; Walt
Whitman, qui chanta le corps
électrique. La liste de sommités,
d›artistes, d›hommes d›états,
d›ecclésiastiques, de chevaliers
et de valets qui sentirent l›appel
de l›amour mâle - seul, ou en
compagnie de l›amour des
femmes - est sans fin.
GERMAN TRANSLATION:
Schwulengeschichte
=
Menschheitsgeschichte
Eine kurze Übersicht mit einigen
Schwerpunkten
Die Geschichte wird von
den Siegern gemacht. Sie
entscheiden, an was wir uns
erinnern sollen und was in
Vergessenheit gerät. Genau
dies geschah auch mit dem
männlichen Eros. Wenn man in
ein beliebiges Geschichtsbuch
schaut, würde man niemals
vermuten, dass es Kulturen gab,
die die Liebe unter Männern
gepriesen haben. Dass ein
Maler, ein Dichter oder auch
ein Papst ihre Betten und ihre
Herzen mit einem anderen
Mann
teilten.
Anzeichen
gleichgeschlechtlicher
Liebe
wurden
entweder
schnell
untedrückt,
wie
bei
den
Griechen und Römern, oder
schleunigst zerstört, wie es
selbst heute noch mit gerade
ausgegrabenen
Kunstwerken
der Inka und Maya passiert.
Das Resultat dieses Betrugs
ist eine sinnlose Polarisierung
unserer Gesellschaft und ein
mitunter unbeschreibliches Leid
für die Menschen, welche sich
in Angehörige ihres eigenen
Geschlechts verlieben.
Unzensiert
geben
uns
historische Aufzeichnungen ein
gegensätzliches Bild der Realität
wieder: Das natürliche Bedürfnis
nach
gleichgeschlechtlicher
Liebe ist überall anzutreffen. Nur
die Haltung der Gesellschaft ihr
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Überall auf der Welt verstanden
es die Menschen, wenn Männer
der Schönheit anderer Männer
erlagen und gaben dem Raum.
Sie akzeptierten, dass Männer
- verheiratet oder nicht - sich
in Männer und Jugendliche
verliebten, von ihnen träumten,
über sie schrieben, sich mit
ihnen stritten und sie mit ins Bett
nahmen. Und natürlich war ihnen
allen klar, dass kleine Jungen
vom Liebesspiel auszuschließen
sind, ebenso wie ihnen dies bei
kleinen Mädchen klar war.
Im antiken Griechenland war
die Liebe zwischen Männern
in vielen Bereichen ebenbürtig
mit den Ehen dieser Zeit, da
sie als ebenso wichtig für das
Leben und die Entwicklung des
Einzelnen betrachtet wurde,
und sie war daher auch in
der griechischen Mythologie
verankert.
Sie
legte
den
Grundstein einer Kultur, die vor
über 2500 Jahren Demokratie,
Theater,
Philosophie,
Mathematik, Geschichte, usw.
begründete.
Von
der
Liebe
zwischen
Männern hieß es, dass sie
die besten Qualitäten eines
Jugendlichen
hervorbringe,
insbesondere Männlichkeit und
Mut. Im Kriegsfall kämpften
Soldaten oft Seite an Seite mit
ihren Geliebten; später, geführt
von Alexander dem Großen und
seinem Geliebten Hephaestion,
eroberten
die
Griechen
die damals bekannte Welt.
Griechenland war natürlich auch
kein Utopia: Prostitution und
Vergewaltigung, oft verbunden
mit Sklaverei, war alltäglich.
In Japan wiederum wurden
angehende Samurei älteren
Kriegern zugeteilt, um von
ihnen trainiert zu werden in
Liebes_ und Kriegkunst. Selbst
der Shogun hatte - neben
seinen Konkubinen - viele
männliche
Geliebte.
Diese

«nanshoku» Lieben wurden
von Schriftstellern und shunga_
Malern aufgegriffen, welche so
«shudo», den Weg der Jugend,
unsterblich machten. Genauso
unsterblich machten sie das
harte Leben der «tobiko» oder
Fliegenjungen, reisende junge
Kabukoschauspieler,
welche
sich am Tage auf der Bühne und
nachts bei ihren Klienten im Bett
bemühen mussten.
In
moslimischen
Ländern,
besonders
im
Iran
und
in
Arabien,
priesen
und
verwünschten
Dichter
wie
Hafiz i-Shirazi und Abu Nuwas
die Reize von männlichen
Jugendlichen (die sie manchmal
reichlich mit Wein versorgten
und verführten). Nicht wenige
heilige Männer von Idien bis zur
Türkei hofften, verzaubert durch
die Schönheit eines bartlosen
Jugendlichen, durch ihn Allah
zu finden. Geschichtenerzähler
verankerten
schwule
Liebesgeschichten
in
den

Liebsten in seinen Sonetten
besang; Blake, der gegen
Priester wetterte «welche meine
Freuden und Leidenschaften
mit Dornenbüschen fesseln»;
Whitman, der den Körper mit
seinem Gesang elektrisierte.
Die Liste von Berühmtheiten,
Künstlern,
Staatsmännern,
Geistlichen,
Rittern
und
Schurken,
die
sich
der
männlichen Liebe hingaben außschließlich oder neben der
Liebe mit Frauen - ist endlos.
History is written by the victors.
They choose what will be
remembered, and what covered
up. So it has been with male eros.
Looking at any history textbook,
one would think that never has
a society praised love between
men, never has a painter, a
poet or a pope shared his bed

them to bed. And they usually
understood that boy children
were excluded from the game
of love, to the same degree that
they understood that girl children
were excluded as well.
In Ancient Greece love between
males was in many ways
analogous to the marriages of the
time, seen as equally important
in the life of the individual, and
enshrined in Greek mythology.
It was the cornerstone of a
cultural tradition that 2500 years
ago provoked the awakening of
democracy, theater, philosophy,
mathematics, history, and so
on. Male love was thought to
bring out the best qualities in a
youth, especially manliness and
courage. In warfare soldiers often
fought side-by-side with their
beloveds, as in the renowned

to Turkey sought to find Allah
by gazing upon the beauty of
beardless youths. Storytellers
enshrined gay love tales in the
Thousand and One Nights.
Artists like Riza i-Abbasi amused
kings and princes with exquisitely
wrought Persian miniatures
and calligraphies. Mullahs and
censors railed against male love,
but men of all walks of life, from
Caliphs to porters, delighted in it
and all looked forward to being
attended by «unaging youths
as beautiful as pearls» once in
paradise.
In North America and Siberia,
shamanic traditions dating back
to the stone age recognized
the special spiritual powers of
those men and women drawn
to same-sex love, as we still see
in the Native American two-spirit

fÆries eMErge

>>>

1960s COC Amsterdam (NL)
1969 JudyGarland Dies.Gays converge on Christopher St.NYC. Police
Raid Stonewall Bar. Gays riot against official oppression. Gaypride
protest Marches continue & Spread to other cities.
1975 Harry Hay
(formerly of the
conservative
Mattachine Society) and other
progressive
men call against
mainstream gay
complacency.
Radical Færies
begin

1950sMattachine Society
(usa)
Erzählungen von «Tausend und
einer Nacht». Künstler wie Riza
i_Abbasi amüsierten Könige und
Prinzen mit exquisit gearbeiteten
Miniaturen und Kalligraphien aus
Persien.
Mullahs
und
Zensoren
wetterten gegen diese Form
der Liebe, aber Männer aus
allen Schichten, von Kalifen bis
Portiers, enfreuten sich daran
und waren erfüllt von Vorfreude
auf «alterslose Jünglinge so
schön wie Perlen» im Paradies.
Auch
in
Nordamerika
und
Sibirien
bemerkten
schamanische
Traditionen,
die noch auf die Steinzeit
zurückzuführen
sind,
die
speziellen spirituellen Energien
von Männern und Frauen, die
sich zu gleichgeschlechtlicher
Liebe hingezogen fühlten. Dies
können wir noch immer an der
indianischen
«Zwei_Seelen»
(two_spirit) Tradition sehen, die
bis zum heutigen Tage überlebt
hat.
Im außgehenden Mittelalter
bis zur Neuzeit des Westens
schließlich,
überlebte
Homosexualität größten Teils
im Untergrund; sichtbar nur,
wenn ein Liebespaar das Pech
hatte erwischt zu werden oder
wenn von Künstlern darauf
aufmerksam gemacht wurde,
die mutig genug waren sich den
Konventionen zu widersetzen.
Viele Schriftsteller, Musiker,
Maler und Dichter stellten die
männliche Liebe dar, aber
immer
in
verschlüsselter
Form:
Michelangelo,
der
die
Sixtinische
Kapelle
mit
dynamischen,
nackten
Männerkörpern
verzierte;
Shakespeare,
der
seinen

>>>
and his heart with another male.
Evidence of same-sex love has
been either quietly suppressed,
as with the Greeks and Romans,
or quickly destroyed, as is still
done with newly unearthed Inca
and Mayan art. The result of this
deception has been a needless
polarization of society and untold
suffering for those people who
happen to fall in love with others
of their own sex.
Uncensored, the historical record
reveals an opposite reality: the
male love instinct is a universal
constant. Only society›s attitude
towards it has varied. All cultures
have regulated male love,
weaving varied tapestries of
ritual around it. And a few have
tried - to no avail - to regulate it
out of existence.
As a rule, male love was part of
the social and religious fabric.
From the city states of ancient
Greece and Rome with its
emperors (Trajan and Hadrian
among others), to the Siberian
shamans and Native American
two-spirit medicine men, from
the African tribesmen to Chinese
emperors and scholars, people
the world over understood
and made space for men›s
vulnerability to the beauty of
other males. They accepted that
- whether married or not - men
fell in love with men or youths,
dreamt about them, wrote about
them, fought over them, and took

Theban band; later,
led by Alexander the
Great and his boyfriend
Hephaestion,
the
Greeks conquered the
known world. Greece,
of course, was no
Utopia: prostitution and
rape, often attended by
slavery, were common.
In
Japan,apprentice
Samurai paired up with
older warriors to be
trained in love and war,
and even the shogun had
- besides his concubines
many
boyfriends,
their «nanshoku» loves
recorded by writers
and shunga painters
who
immortalized
«shudo,» the Way of the
Young. They likewise
immortalized the hard
lives of the «tobiko» or
fly boys, traveling young
kabuki actors who had
to labor on stage by day
and please their clients
in bed by night.
In the Moslem lands,
famous Iranian and Arab
poets such as Hafiz iShirazi and Abu Nuwas
praised and rued the
charms of boys (whom
they sometimes plied
with wine and seduced).
Sufi holy men from India

1980sAIDS crisis rePoliticizes Gay
Pride March tradition. ACT Up is
born.

1990s Queer Nation (usa) emulates
ActUp. Gay Mainstream is criticized
Queer identity expands beyond gender and demands visibility. Queer
Nation and Radical Færies cross
over.

1994

>

tradition, which survives to this day.
In the pre-modern west, male love
survived mostly underground, visible only
when the lovers were unlucky enough to
get caught, or when hinted at by artists
brave enough to flout convention. Many
writers, musicians, painters and poets
depicted male love, but always in coded
form: Michelangelo, who adorned the
Sistine Chapel with vibrant male nudes;
Shakespeare, who serenaded his darling
boy in his sonnets; Blake who railed
against priests «binding with briars my
joys and desires;» Whitman, who sang
the body electric. The list of luminaries,
artists, statesmen, men of the cloth,
knights and knaves who felt the pull of
male love - by itself, or alongside the
love of women - is endless.
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hIStorY fOOtNote

a Russian euroFærie at
Terschelling
The following was culled from
the WWW looking towards our
sisters in the Eastern Europe.
Note that our Ukraine sweeties
«Hobo & Sacha» always
welcome your support in their
work for Gay visability in the
Ukraine. contact them for more
information-Coco
«We›ve waited long enough!»
This was handed out at a gay
disco in May 1993, when Article
121, which criminalized gay sex,
was eliminated from the Russian
criminal code.
Medieval Russia was apparently
very tolerant of homosexuality.
There is evidence of homosexual
love in some of the lives of the
saints from Kievan Rus dating
to the 11th century. Homosexual
acts were treated as a sin by
the Orthodox Church, but there
were no legal sanctions against
them at the time, and even
churchmen seemed perturbed
by homosexuality only in the
monasteries. Foriegn visitors
to Muscovite Russia in the 16th
and 17th centuries repeatedly
express their amazement at the
open displays of homosexual
affection among men of every
class. Sigismund von Heberstein,
Adam Olearius, Juraj Krizhanich,
and George Turberville all
write about the prevalence of
homosexuality in Russia in their
travel and memoir literature. The
19th century historian Sergei
Soloviev writes that «nowhere,
either in the Orient or in the
West, was this vile, unnatural sin
taken as lightly as in Russia.»
The
first
laws
against
homosexual acts appeared in
the 18th century, during the reign
of Peter the Great, but these
were in military statutes that
applied only to soldiers. It was
not until 1832 that the criminal
code included Article 995, which
made muzhelozhstvo (men
lying with men, which the courts
interpreted as anal intercourse)
a criminal act punishable by exile
to Siberia for up to 5 years. Even
so, the legislation was applied
only rarely, especially among the
upper classes. Many prominent
intellectuals of the 19th century
led a relatively open homosexual
or bisexual life. Among these
were the memoirist Philip Vigel,
the explorer Nikolai Przhevalsky,
the critic Konstantin Leontiev,
and
the
composer
Peter

Tchaikovsky.
The turn of the century saw
a relaxation of the laws, and
a corresponding increase in
tolerance and visibility. In 1903
Vladimir Nabokov, father of
the writer and a founder of the
Constitutional Democrat party,
published an article on the legal
status of homosexuals in Russia
in which he argued that the state
should not interfere in private
sexual relationships. The period
between the revolutions of 1905
and 1917 was the Silver Age in
Russian literature, but something
of a golden age for Russian
homosexuals. Many important
figures led open gay lives,
including several members of the
Imperial Court. Sergei Diaghilev
and many of the members of the
World of Art movement and the
Russian ballet were gay. In 1906
Mikhail Kuzmin published his
semi-autobiographical coming
out novel Wings, which became
the talk of the literary world in
Russia.
Scholars disagree about the
effect of the Bolshevik Revolution
on homosexual rights. Some
argue that the Soviets were
at the forefront of humanity in
decriminalizing gay sex; others
that the Bolshevik asceticism
and distaste for sexuality of any
kind set the movement back.
In fact, the October Revolution
of 1917 did away with the
entire Criminal Code, and the
new Russian Criminal Codes
of 1922 and 1926 eliminated
the offence of muzhelozhstvo
from the law. Unfortunately,
decriminalization in the early
Soviet period did not mean an
end to persecution. The modern

Soviet fervor for science meant
that homosexuality was now
treated as a subject for medical
and psychiatric discourse, an
illness to be treated and cured.
Furthermore, in the popular
mind, homosexuality was still
associated with bourgeois and
aristocratic values, with the prerevolutionary bohemian elite.
The sexual liberation that
accompanied the Revolution
was to be short-lived. The
egalitarian
and
pro-women
policies that had liberalized
divorce and marriage laws and
promoted abortion gave way
by the early 1930s to Stalinist
pro-family policies. It was in this
context that the Soviet Union
recriminalized homosexuality in
a decree signed in late 1933.
As an article by the writer Maxim
Gorky demonstrates, it was also
a context in which homosexuality
was connected with Nazism at
a time when German-Soviet
relations were strained; Gorky
writes, «eradicate homosexuals
and fascism will disappear.» Of
course, the Nazis themselves
criminalized homosexuality only
a year later.
The new Article 121, which
punished
muzhelozhstvo
with imprisonment for up to 5
years, was followed by raids
and arrests at the height of the
Stalinist terror. The numbers of
men arrested are not known, but
by the 1980s there were about
1000 every year. The Soviet
Union had the largest population
of incarcerated men in the world,
and given the importance of
prison culture for Soviet culture
as a whole, it is likely that prison
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homosexuality played a part in
forming Soviet gay culture. In
Soviet prisons there was a class
of men called opushchennye
(degraded) who were required
to fulfill the sexual needs of the
rest. On the one hand, they were
at the lowest rung of the social
ladder, but they were sometimes
protected by their lovers. And not
only men charged with Article
121 were opushchennye: any
prisoner could be degraded by
ritualized rape -- for losing at
cards, over an insult, or even
because his beauty made him
an attractive sex object.
Article 121 was often used
throughout the Soviet period to
extend prison sentences and
to control dissidents. Among
those imprisoned were the film
director Sergei Paradjanov and
the poet Gennady Trifonov.
Threat of prosecution was also
used to blackmail homosexuals
into informing for the police
and the KGB. Needless to say,
gay men in Russia kept a low
profile in the Soviet period, many
restricting their gay activities to
small circles of proven friends.
Still, there were some public
cruising areas in the larger cities
and one or two bars known to be
popular with gay men, though
the threat of arrest or blackmail
always loomed. Another threat
by the 1980s was the gangs of
gay-bashers who robbed and
beat gay men, often with the
encouragement of the police.
They knew that if they were
brought to court, it was their
victims who would be put in
prison.
In 1984 a handful of gay men in
Leningrad attempted to form the
first organization of gay men.
They were quickly hounded into
submission by the KGB. It was
only with Gorbachev›s glasnost
that such an organization
could come into existence in
1989-90. The Moscow Gay &
Lesbian Alliance was headed
by Yevgeniya Debryanskaya,
and Roman Kalinin became
the editor of the first officially
registered
gay
newspaper,
Tema.
Organizations
and
publications proliferated. The
summer of 1991 saw the first
international conference, film
festival, and demonstrations
for gay rights in Moscow and
Leningrad. This was followed
almost immediately by the
attempted coup. Reversion to a
more conservative regime would
clearly have threatened their
recent gains, and legend has it
that many gay activists manned
the barricades protecting the
Russian White House and that
Yeltsin›s decrees were printed
on the xerox machines of the
new gay organizations.
The collapse of the Soviet Union
that soon followed the failed coup
only accelerated the progress of
the gay movement. Occasional
gay discos were held, more
gay publications appeared, gay
plays were staged. In 1993 a
new Russian Criminal Code was
signed -- without Article 121.
Men who had been imprisoned
under the article began to be
released. Gay life in Russia
today is in the process of
normalization. Capitalism has
brought the first gay businesses-bars, discos, saunas, even
a travel agency. While life in
the provinces remains hard for
gay men, Russian gays in the
cities are beginning to create a
community.

CReAtinG

HISTORY A Brief

Histor y
Of MpZ
<This was the FIRST issue of
the Newsletter (I believe done
by her excellency Ms.Kulov)
it was printed on Hot PINK
paper and was one long sheet
mailed out to her adoring Færie
fans. It was called «EuroFæries
Facts» and later he shortened it
to «EF». It shifted to a more frugal Black and white format with
multiple pages and helped form
our sense of Eurofaerie community in the young years based
in Amsterdam. It was recieved
by those sweet dears who
started to help our small Færie
Land Fund. By the 1999/2000
Anti-Millenium Issue coinciding
with the FIRST Winter gathering organized by Ms.Kulov and
friends. Diva BurnOut was approaching and the «EF» needed
to be taken over by a devoted
soul. Cindy von Protocol
cums to the rescue from the distant land of ...yes, Amsterdam!
Cindy begins to learn how to
use a Macintosh computer and
the software and initiates the
final issue of «EF» before she
renames the *newsletter «Mariposa Zeitung»(*This is why the
Vol.&No.changed). Life having
intervened with a variety of
complex circumstances the MpZ
floated with uncertainty for a
long time. Then your current Editor «Cocopierre» entered the
story and volunteered (Fascistically) to resurrect the MpZ (with
a slightly French spelling from
Berlin Germany). The Newsletter
became a digital only newsletter
retrievable through the internet
with a password. The amount of
pages and full color format were
also new as well as the back
page (ButtPage) for homemade
porno in the spirit of the RFD.
The first several issues were difficult to produce and for Færies
to understand how to download
onto their computers- but all
seems much better now.The
next phase will be offered soon
on CD by mail for those helping the Land Fund, making this
whole cycle return to its origins
as Kulov had envisioned it. The
MpZ is also requested by Gay/
Lesbian Archives here in Europe
and serves as a record of our
personal and collective experiences. The Newsletter depends
on Færies. Please consider with
seriousness submitting your
texts and images on a regular
basis. An astrological column
was formerly a Feature of the
«EF» and currently Eunice
does the «Herbs» section. Submit to: MpZ@eurofaerie.de
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A Short
Rambling
History of
the Radical
Færies...
[a satyrical text] by Fanta

Once Upon
a Time...

1995

of the Berlin Circle.

Harry Hay was the first Færie,
though he came later, he was
the first to call Færies, Færies
though he did it 5 years after
RFD first published as the
Radical Færie Digest. He called
the first gathering though a year
after the first Færie sanctuary
in North Carolina had their first
gathering. Harry Hay was the
first to write about it, though
others had before in RFD, maybe
not using the name. Harry Hay
collected strands that were the
Færies, strands that one might
hope would come together on
their own. Færie is a gravity
that was as free radicals have
bouncing around the universe.
the way planets and suns are
formed out of primordial
gas the Færies were
formed out of people who had
always been born Færies.

The history of the
Færies starts maybe a few
seconds after the big bang, one
might hope. It begins maybe
about 500,000 years ago. It is
known that many neolithic

men had a thing
for paleolithic men,

BBC documentary

GatheringForSpiritualQueerFolk
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and that some paleolithic men
wanted to live in peace and
harmony with the neolithic. And
lets face it, paleolithic guys were
sexy. while we suspect they had
wars and fought for supremacy
we also know that they met in
circles and had sex under the
maypole. though little is known
of that period. It seems evident
though that Færies were around
when the Venus of willendorf,
though sculpted probably by
a priestess it was clearly a
Færie who did the statues hair.
We also have evidence that
the ice man found in the glacier
of Austria was a Færie, he
wore leather pants and was
tattooed and apparently had

someone
else›s
semen in his ass.

MakeUp Room

what isn›t known is he had
a small leather pouch with
crystal and rolling papers and
a small clay jar of glitter in it.
After that Færies come up in
all sorts of literature and oral
tales, in many forms, just as the

Færies are so often
misunderstood
in
the media and gay
magazines of today
they were then. As the world
became more urbanized and
distant from its neolithic and
paleolithic selves, what Færies
are was lost except in the

Mattachines,
the
Golliardic
poets,
the Hashish of the
middle east, even
among the nights
templar and other secret
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societies. Religions tried to
stamp
out
nonconformity
to promote nation building
through procreation and to seal
the control of one class over
another by telling what they
could and could not do with their
genitals. in the so called noncivilized societies of the world
of course Færies continued
among the first nations of the
western continents and in Africa,
polonesia and other places. but
The homo sapiens pursuit of a
true patriarchy had no room for
gay men having sex for pleasure
and the spirit, for paying homage
to a female God or gods, to
making food and sharing it and
refusing to accept any one as
leaders but all as contributors.
But still these ideas lived on
in many forms. And many
Færies lived and died as free
radicals never allowing the
pull of the gravity they felt in their

heart to bring them to each other.
but the gravity is too strong in
some and it brought many of
us together despite everything.
finally in the seventies it brought
Færies together in the us, near
simultaneously on the west
coast and on the east coast
something happened in the
planets that made the gravity
stronger and Færie brothers
and sisters could no longer
stay apart. The Færies started
to be something, a gravitational
center. we came together.

1997

ArtCamp

We come together
and we have Færie souls,
maybe created from that first
big bang, but we were raised
and live most of us, most of our
lives in the patriarchy, which
fragments our souls and tells us
that we are worthless or worse
to want to find our own spiritual
paths, to have sex be part of it,
to speak openly and honestly
to our brothers and sisters, to
care for them, be cared for by
them, to feed them and be fed
by them. It is of course in the

Ameland Netherlands
July17-24

Simply Red!

gentle embrace of
the Færies where
we can heal these
scars from the last 2000

years or 500,000 years of
patriarchy. It can be hard work
to leave out that socializing that
doesn›t celebrate our souls and
go somewhere that does, but the
gravity is strong and undeniable.
Still in my life I meet so many
Færies who don›t know it yet, but
I can feel the gravity inside them.
I tell them about the Færies, I
describe it and most feel the
gravity inside I think when I do

Cock-tale Königen

[Editor›s note: Donald Webster
Cory, Frank Kameny, Dick
Leitsch, Craig Rodwell, Randy
Wicker, Arthur Evans, Jim
Owels, Marty Robinson, Bruce
Voeller, Mitch Walker are listed
in the Fall1997 Number34 (the
«I Believe in Fairies» Issue) of
White Crane Journal of Gay
mens spirituality as other early
activists as well as Harry Hay].
**************************

A Short
History of
the Euro
Færies...>>

Færie Ferry!
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Eurofærie Sauna Party

A short Historical discussion
between Junis &
Habibi Ding Mei Mei & TT >>>

Interesting how we
can glue historical
facts together and

Durnau Germany
Bonn

1998

Sweat Lodge by Frannie
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turn them into a coherent story.
I realize how tricky memory can
be. TT finding the Wierschuur, AFTER we met instead before, etc.
After the first devastating AIDS
wave a the end of the 80s beginning 90s, I read an article
from Franklin Abbott, in which
he encourages gay men to be
‘more than survivors’, to ‘create unity out of our diversity’,
to serve a movement of gay
men’s intent on liberation, supported by principles, rights, or
truths. During the preparation
time of our first gathering I talked
about it with John, his mouth fell
open,›cause by some miracle
he already had met Franklin
and had read his book « Men &
Intimacy». Almost immediately
we agreed to invite Franklin for
our first gathering asking him
to facilitate our first circles and
workshops, and bringing the
American Færie spirit over to
the European continent....We
were all very impressed by
the gradual and modest approach Franklin used to ground
us and pull us into the first,
never to forget, heart circles...
Fascinating how things fall into
place, and how Færie events
and personal encounters become part of our personal history, directing our life lines...(
also read my herbal column in
MPZ to come) For the paper it
would probably be too much to
dive in our personal developments and encounters in Færie
land. Events that motivated us to
connect and invest energy into
our first meetings. In short, just
for the fun of it, the events that

effected my own Færie connection. Matt ( lover for 7 years and
still connected in ongoing friendship) and myself traveled, at the
beginning of the eighties around
the world for one year. We decided to be farm-girls in Australia, and found jobs picking beans
and peaches, planting papayas
etc. With the extra money we
bought a car to travel up north.
Where we intensely got struck
by the unique natural beauty
of Australia. Hundreds of white
cockatoo parrots loudly screaming high up in the air is a scene
never
to
forget...Especially
when only familiar with this
bird as an «Eizelgänger» in a
cage...Even for us, travelers on
the cheap, land seemed so affordable that we quickly started
looking around to buy a farm.
( 40 hectares for $ 1O.OOO,-,
quiet common..) We thought by
inviting friends to stay we could
quickly develop and build up
farm life... For 6 weeks we lived
on the banks of the river Murray,
drinking its water, walking half
an hour up streams and swimming and floating back, fishing,
living and camping in the nude
came as a very natural thing to
do. For the first time I discovered
the overwhelming experience
of being intensely connected
with nature. Not as an observer
anymore but as a participant.
Matt made friends with an Australian country boy, a Færie at
heart, who sparked his interest,
in a more liberated free spirit
connection. After our travels he
decided to finish his college
degree in agriculture economics
while I applied for an immigra-

1999

Fuck the Big
Apple! Fuck Y2K!
Fuck the
Millenium Dome!
Fuck me
Instead!

Anti-Millenium Gathering
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tion visa and status for Australia.
No land owner without being a
resident, that’s the law.. ! The
procedures took a year with no
results. Matt and I drifted apart
but we both continued traveling
over most of the five continents
in the years to come. In between
he kept informing me with stories about Færies and the Short
Mountain community. Finally,
beginning nineties I decided to
travel to Tennessee, just after
Xmas, in the midst of winter. It
was freezing 10 degrees below,
and the evening near, when we
knocked on the door of the main
house. Inside it was warm, the
wood burning kitchen stove was
shaking with boiling pots on top,
and dim petroleum and candle
lights gave the interior a golden
glow. The house, the men, the
food, everything felt wholesome and connected. Instantly
I knew, this is my tribe..It felt
like coming home. Well, the
rest you know, that summer
Matt came to Holland and introduced me to John. I remember
us standing in the fields behind
the house, arms around each
others shoulders, while John,
maybe more aware of the historical moment, stated; Guys
do you realize : «This is the
very first Færie circle on the
continent» ! June 1993 shot,
behind my computer, while it is
so beautiful outside....got to run.
.enjoy your day !
Kiss from Junisssss
Here are a few additions to
You-nessssss› comments:

7tH*heAven (T7)

EuroFærie Fußball Match!
(Dresscode=Drag)
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Habibi
meets
Trish:
Trish and I met through my
answering a RFD contact
advertisement that Trish placed
in RFD in 1991 or 1992 (help
me out here Trish - do you still
have the RFD issue with your
ad in it?). As I remember it, Trish
and I met BEFORE You-ness
and I met (via Matt). I met Trish
for lunch in the shadows of the
Köln Cathedral while changing
trains to some far off place in
Eastern Germany where I was
working a lot at the time. I think
this was the Fall/Autumn of
1993 but it could have been the
autumn of 1992. (I do remember
that we realized at that meeting
that he had been to a jazz
concert I had organized at the
new concert hall in Bonn - this
concert was in the Fall/Autumn
of 1992. Anyway, Trish and I both
agreed it would be fun to have a
gathering, but the idea did not
really go anywhere at the time

2oo1

Return2Albsted (A2)

as we were both busy with the
rebuilding of Eastern Germany
and still did not know a critical
mass of potential Færies.;)
Habibi
meets
Eunice:
The meeting with Eunice[Junis]
must have been in the late
spring of 1993 (a cold windy day
in June out in the polder behind
the farmhouse) after having just
met Matt at the spring gathering
at SMS in 1993. As we got to
know each other better, I would
stop off at his place and stay
overnight (“like sisters” - for
the historical record Habibi has
never had sex with either Youness or Trish!) on my way to
and from Eastern Germany.
Once I moved away from the
farm (July 1994) and went
to the Hague [den Haag], I
started to rent a garden patch
next to You-ness in Zeist and
often spent the weekend there
gardening and hanging with
You-ness and her many young
blonde beaus....Anyway, I kept
this garden spot for two years
and in the spring of 1995 as we
had called the first gathering,
we starting meeting interested

bAcK2BasiCs T8
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Ukraine Beauty
Ibana?

Færies-to-be in Zeist. We
meet
Johanna-of-the-rustynails this way, Chas Nol (from
USA), etc. in my vegetable
patch/maison de weekend....
Habibi meets Effie & Supermodel:
I met Effie and Lufthansa (as
Supermodel was calling herself
then) at SMS [Short Mountain S
anctuary] at the fall gathering of
1993. Shortly afterwards, I had
to go to Paris on music business
and stayed overnight with Effie
(no sex, for the record) when they
lived on the Place des Vosges. If
I remember correctly we did the
first October 31st Persephone
ritual at this time, but that might
have been on a subsequent visit.
I can›t remember how much I
saw of Effie between the fall
of 1993 and the first gathering,
but I do remember we spoke
on the phone a lot and did the
Persephone thing together on
an annual basis....(Effie, correct
me if any of this is wrong....).
Effie was responsible for
getting Kulov and Pimpernel
and several other fab Færies to
the first gathering so she was
important to the first phases of
Færiedom in Europa as well....
How Trish Found the Wierschuur:
Of the following details, I am
quite sure: In 1994, After Habibi
had met Trish and You-ness and

OrangesOnAppelTrees&InfinitePossibilities
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Effie/Super, a certain momentum
seemed to have been attained. I
remember we had a meeting
in the fall of 1994 (wasn›t this
at You-ness› in Zeist?) to plan
for the first summer gathering. I
remember quite clearly that we
chose the dates close to summer
solstice of June 23 to 30th and
innocently/naively decided we
would find the place to have the
first gathering based on those
dates. You-ness and I started
to search via campgrounds
and group houses in Holland
and could not find ANYTHING
available on those dates. After
nearly giving up, Trish went to
Terschelling for a New Year›s
holiday and discovered the
Wierschuur. It turns out that
the goddess really wanted us
to have the place because the
ONLY dates it was still free were
June 23rd to 30th. So, from
that point on, we knew it was
meant to be. We announced
the gathering in RFD. We had
an organizational weekend in
Feb or March in Trishes office
in Cologne. You-ness did a fab
poster/announcement
design
which we sent out to gay
bookstores/press and a mailing
list that seemed exhaustive
at the time. Word of mouth
amongst US Færies brought us
Unkel Marky, Howard Ish, Kulov,
Paul Cameron, etc. Mailing to the
Edward Carpenter Community
brought us Tinkerbell, Scott and

MaGic!

2oo3
Sari Whores!

bErlin EquinoX
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nO mOre hOllywOOd!
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others from the ECC community.
There were 28 Færies at the
first gathering June 23 to 30th
1995. Franklin Abbott came over
from the US and served as our
goddess/facilitator in residence
for
that
first
gathering....
Habibi›s
Other
comments:
I will never forget the magic of
that first pre-dinner circle avec
“yoo-hoo” that we did on June
23rd 1995. Almost everyone
had arrived, but we had not yet
met as a group. Based on my
previous missionary work with
uptight Dutch guys, I was quite
nervous that the first group of
Færies would not naturally and
easily find the Færie spirit. But,
I do remember with such joy
looking around that circle and
seeing so many happy, beaming
faces and also remember
the many intense rituals and
heart circles of that week. May
the circle be unbroken.....!
Habibi Ding Mei Mei

Dear Færies, dear Coco
darling thank you for your notes,
I do not see any importance
of who or how the EuroFærie
started, although I am very
happy (and also a little proud)
that I took part in that because
it had a great impact to my life.
But while you mention it, it just
needs an important correction
that it was Junis who was in
the threesome at that time
actively organizing the gathering
and I am so happy that we
are getting closer all the time!
Actually the Færies came back
to Europe when we had the
spiral ritual on Terschelling,
thanks to Karl of Albion always
reminding us of that event. This
ritual and the “Omm” humming
in the barn hugging each other
very closely was one of my
strongest spiritual experiences I
ever had. I would like to find a
sanctuary where this spirit can

pUpPy pIle

PUppy Pile

pUpPy
pIle
Kein mehr HollywOOd en Plus!
PUppy Pile

FæriewOOd BabyLon?
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teRscheLling X

pUpPy waiting for
a PIle?
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grow. If its 50 hectares fine if it is
10 hectares its fine too - and of
course it can happen everywhere
else where we are gathering -. I
just think as Færies from the
west and east from north and
south from all parts of Europe
it
would
strengthen
our
connection, building community
when we could come back to
a place we all love an it would
also give us more of an identity
having a Færie home of our own.
It would be a place where we
can build on the memories of the
good times we had, feeling the
love we spent there, the love and
care we are putting in to the land
and the joy of nature surrounding
us, being a place where the
Færie spirits are present at all
times, growing and staying there
with those who are living there.
Size
is
important
but
does
not
always
matter,
as you all know for sure.
xxx--T-T

EuroFærie Intiative:Thailand

pAris is BurninG!

so cUm to
Thailand!

2oo4

tRopiCAL pAradISe 1

Mrs Habibi Ding Mei Mei has intiated the Tropical Paradise EuroFærie
Gatherings in Thailand (his current Haunt and home of his adorable
Boyfriend who visited my Austellung in Roterdam). Above are some
pictures from his intiative. Tropical Paradise II will happen again
soon. See the Gathering CALL in this MpZ for details.
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Final Thoughts•Autre Choses

hIStorY fOOtNote
fÆrie nUff
History and the documentation of events serve to
remember those who are no longer with us. We say
hello and goodbye to such Færies as «Færie Nuff» and
to all the Færies who have moved on to other cities,
continents, lovers and worlds.--- Cocopierre

SubmiSSioN DEADLINE:
Next MpZ Theme: «Manifestations»
Please send in your images and texts before:
31.January2005 to mpz@eurofaerie.de

31.Januar 2oo5
For those of you following
a recent thread of texts
on the Yahoo Newsletter
this is Coyote (and your
Editoress) here in Germany the year he joined
the Eurofæries at Albstedt and led a Shamanistic workshop that went
all through the night!
Some Færies have never
stopped talking about it (I
had to go to sleep). Kwai
was also there and took
an abundance of wonderful photographs.--Coco

WANTED:Butts & Gossip
Do U want MpZ on CD?
Ur lEtteRs WelComed
mpz@eurofaerie.de

Amsterdam, 1730. Dutch courts were shocked to learn of a
widespread sodomitical network spread throughout the major cities
of the Dutch Republic. In Utrecht, Zacharias Wilsma was arrested
and charged with sodomy and when questioned, he told his
interrogators about sodomitical contacts he had in the major Dutch
cities, especially Amsterdam. Utrecht officials sent Wilsma there
to help Amsterdam officials eliminate the sodomitical scourge from
their city. In May, 1730, Wilsma testified against four men in an
Amsterdam court. All four were executed the next month.
Even though it ultimately did him no good, one of the four revealed
the names of 40 other sodomites in his confession and an antisodomite hysteria enveloped Amsterdam. The confessions of those
convicted in the wake of Wilsma›s testimony revealed a sodomitical
subculture with its own slang and meeting places including «fun
houses», as sodomites called the all-male brothels, and two taverns.
Men who left the taverns to have sex with each other in public toilets
were said to be «going to the office» and they had names for their
sexual practices: the «shaking out» meant masturbation, the «dirty
work» referred to anal intercourse.
Like England›s mollies and Paris› pederasts, the subculture was
effeminate. Dutch sodomites used feminine nicknames and terms
of endearment. One commenator, a publicist named Justus van
Effen, described sodomites as «hermaphrodites in their minds»
- a point of view that would be independently popularized by Karl
Ulrichs more than 100 years later. Several servants confessed to
sexual relationships with their masters and their master›s friends,
a familiarity that Dutch society, dominated by an oligarchic class
structure, found threatening. From the standpoint of public opinion,
these men were not just casual sinners; sin was their way of life.
The conviction of Wilsma›s friends could not have come at a
worse time for Holland›s sodomites. A dominant strain of public
opinion held that the Dutch, after a century of economic growth
and prosperity, had grown idle and debauched because of urban
luxury, in contrast to the good old days of honest hard work on the
farm. The Netherlands, it was said, were in a period of economic
decline and moral decay as a consequence of too much idleness
and leisure living. In the midst of this imagined debauchery, the
sodomite emerged, a man who was said to live for illicit pleasure
and its pursuit, who dressed in effeminate French clothes, and
certainly had no respect for God. The sodomite was the incarnation
of the decadence that a Dutch Calvinist mind feared. Broadsheets
appeared blaming a perceived rise in unemployment and financial
troubles on the presence of sodomites, and a public alarm arose,
fed by a fear of divine retribution a la Sodom and Gomorrah. The
sodomite had become a scapegoat.
In the wake of the trials, the government produced the Edict of 1730
just one month after Wilsma›s friends were executed. It reiterated
existing anti-sodomy laws, and restated that the penalty for sodomy
was death, although the method of execution was left to individual
judges. Some convicts were drowned, some hung, but most were
strangled, the method usually used to execute female criminals.
A flurry of trials and executions followed the Wilsma cases, and
many sodomites who could afford to do so left the republic.
Holland›s sodomitical networks were effectively destroyed in the
pogrom between 1730 and 1737.
References and Further Reading:
Zacharias Wilsma›s story, the quotation from Justus van Effen and the story
of the Faan massacre are from Boon, 1988. van der Meer, 1988, provides
the basic chronology of sodomy prosecutions, a description of the Dutch
sodomitical slang, and the estimate of less than 600 sodomy convictions
during the 1700s. van der Meer, 1997, includes a nuanced analysis of
the association between sodomy and luxury/gluttony in the 18th Century
Netherlands. The flight of wealthy sodomites is documented in Huusen,
1988.
Boon, L. J., 1988. «Those Damned Sodomites: Public Images of Sodomy
in the 19th Century Netherlands.» Journal of Homosexuality Vol. 16 nos. 1
& 2.
Huusen, Arend H. 1988. «Prosecution of Sodomy in 18th Century Frisia,
Netherlands.» Journal of Homosexuality Vol 16 Nos. 1 & 2.
Nordam, Dirk Jaap, 1988. «Sodomy in the Dutch Republic, 1600-1725».
Journal of Homosexuality Vol. 16 Nos. 1 & 2.
van der Meer, Theo, 1988. «The Persecutions of Sodomites in Eighteenth
Century Amsterdam: Changing Perceptions of Sodomy.» Journal of
Homosexuality Vol. 16 Nos. 1 & 2.
________, 1997. «Sodom›s Seed in The Netherlands: The Emergence
of Homosexuality in the Early Modern Period.» Journal of Homosexuality,
Vol.34 No. 1.
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Butt Page
Interview:

DeeTale

Eurofæries
*Hausgemachter Pørno
*[home-made porn, with content]

I would love to tell you all something

I went through on my trip
along the Sanctuaries in the United States. As time passes swiftly,
most of you may have forgotten but I used to be one of the biggest
advocates against the land finding. I had the worry that taking on big
responsibilities and financial commitments in our chaotic community
might backfire on the Færies and cause more problems then good. A
realistic fear I guess. Slowly a dream awoke in me of what a Sanctuary
might be like and could offer us and the world, my skepticism changed
into cautious curiosity. Yet still I was driven by my fears. The
fears of what might go wrong, the price I might have to pay myself
and not getting enough out of it. Then I decided: ʻwell, there are a
lot of difficulties but at least other Sanctuaries have been able to
overcome them, so lets go by them and see how they do it. The best
decision in my life! I can tell you it was a scary decision as I knew
it might influence my life quite a bit, it might mean me giving up
the «securities» of my daily life. Preparing for the trip and at the
beginning of it, I had the biggest reoccurring nightmares several
times. The biggest fear however was to go for a goal that is beyond
not only my own capabilities but even beyond what I think a normal
bunch of people are able to: itʼs one thing to start a commune, but
a Sanctuary, a place where true healing happens, that is way beyond.
I can tell you it is very frightening to go and reach beyond but just
expressing the desire I found that there was sooooooooooooooooooo much
support! Itʼs the biggest gift in my life. The support I got has slowly
faded my fears and nourished a confidence in the bigger, or in ʻSpiritʼ
as the Native Americans call it. A confidence in providence. Going for
a goal beyond myself and that of just a safe haven for the EuroFæries.
Feeling that a Sanctuary can provide fresh inspiration for the world
around us helped me overcome the fear of finally really asking Spirit
for help and guidance. At Beltane on Wolf Creek Sanctuary I could
finally really ask Spirit for guidance and I feel more and more that I
recieve it, or WE recieve it. We, the Færies, We, everyone around us
that needs our energy.
So when I see what you write Beebalm Iʼm very happy but in the same
time I realize itʼs a long way to overcome the fear and turn it into a
power. Just remember all that it starts with a dream and a desire of
the dream to come through. Hold on to your dreams girls!!!
Love n Light, DeeTale
[the above letter has been excerpted from the Yahoo OnLine Eurofaerie Newsgroup and was
originally addressed to beebalm and the Eurofæries]
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[The following MpZ «Buttpage
Interview»
was
conducted
between
Bubbling Banana
(BB Ha) on the northwestern
coast of USA and DeeTale (Dee)
in Amsterdam Netherlands, MpZ
would like to thank them both for
their candor. ccp]
BB Ha:
What about your
history brought you to the
Færies?
Dee: Jackie Monroe got me in
touch with the Færies: It was
a time where I was looking for
some new input. I visited some
Buddhist temples etc. but didn›t
find it there. When I was in line
for Trut disco in Amsterdam I got
talking to Jacky. She told me
about a group of friends with
whom she shared spiritual stuff.
She invited me for a gatherette
at her place. Even though I had
some mixed feelings about that
first event I did enjoy it enough
to go to Terschelling that same
summer and I enjoyed it a lot.
BB Ha: What most fascinated
you about Færie history as
you came into Færie space?
Wow, its a long time ago. My first
gathering was the year of the
Gay Games,›97 if I’m right. What
was it that gave the good vibe?
Let me think. Sure I enjoyed the
heartcircles a lot and quite a bit of
the funstuff like No-Talent shows
and so on. I also remember the
feeling of being a whole week
completely in another world and
that felt very good. And indeed
that gave me food for thought for
many months after. It did start a
process of change within.
About Færie history, I’m not
sure how much of that I picked
up during the first gathering... I
know I have struggled with the
berdache idea as it sounded
to me as if Harry Hay thought
we were better then others, a
thought I refused to accept.
Now I see the idea as very valid
but still don’t think it is a gay
quality. My trip to the States has
redefined it for me: I think the
whole berdache/2spirit quality
comes with having an early and
deep experience of being an
outsider.
Sexuality can be a very good
reason to have such an
experience but I think it can
be anything that makes you
know you have to sail by your
own compass. To me it is now
connected to Freak. Not so much
the aspect of extreme looks but I
think Freaks are mostly freak not
by choice but by a similar deep
experience that they had to walk
their own path.
BB Ha: What would you say
you›ve learned from your
experience as a Færie?
Dee: The most beautiful aspect
for me of Færie space is that it
has made me really appreciate
people that I would never have
connected with otherwise. I think

some of us, including me, can at
times be really hard to deal with
and sometimes you like to stay
away from someone. But then in
that one hearcircle or that one
ritual, they contribute a thing that
only they could have done and
no one else. That thing that really
makes you cry from its beauty. A
beautiful thing that comes with
this is that it has opened myself
much more to accept the ‹uglier›
parts of myself. To really start
looking at myself and others.
BB Ha: If you were to say
where you most reside in the
balance between head, heart,
and cock, where would it
be? Is this the same as when
you first got involved with
Færies?

Butt Page
Interview:

DeeTale

Definitely the Færies have
speeded up and deepened the
heart aspect of myself. In the
beginning I completely stayed
away from sex in Færie space
as I didn’t want to complicate
this thing of beauty and I had
enough negative experiences
around sex to be cautious.
Now, gradually sex is becoming
a more integrated part of
my life, moving away from
anonymous sex into a much
more wholesome form of sex. At
the same time I must admit that
wholesome also means the dark
sides of me. And I wish I could
admit it was different but my
whole quest around safe sex still
hasn›t become easier.
BB Ha: I know you›re very
involved with the EuroFærie
Landsearch process. What›s
that been like? Is it possible
to do such a thing as think
about real estate transactions
and stay in Færie space?
Dee: The landsearch is the
real big change in my life. it
may sound over the top but it
has really made me reconsider
about everything I do in my life.
Yes, to start with I have been one
of the biggest opponents of this
whole idea of big responsibilities
in such chaotic Færie space. Yet
when Trish Trash asked me to
join a trip in France to go and
look for land I did it just for the
fun of it. We had a lot of fun but
also it revived a lot of old dreams
of living in a self sustainable
way. Dreams that I had set aside
as impossible to combine with
my current (and also gay) life.
The idea of combining this with a
Færie bunch of people made this
old dream even more attractive
then it had ever been.

society. A society that craves for
Motivation!
So over the years my motivation
has made a huge swing from
being a strong opponent to now
wanting to dedicate a serious
part of my life to it...
BB Ha
You mentioned
motivation.
What is your
motivation?
Dee:
My motivation for the
Sanctuary? Well that is a
broad one as it touches so
many explored and unexplored
aspects of myself: Where my
involvement in the beginning
was just fun and my technical
skills for setting up all the
sustainable systems like water,
sewage, etc. Over time it has
grown to soo many other parts.
The real core for me is in that
word Sanctuary. To create
that healing, joyful, true place
where people open up, become
more true to themselves and
others. And yes you can all
immediately apply it to me, too:
it helps me soooooooooo fuckin
much to come close to my own
motivation. A positive vicious
circle so to say :-)
The biggest blessing in the
whole process is that I feel this
unique mix of being challenged
to do new things, try them and
grow and in the same time if
I fail, I am not blamed. It is so
fabulous the support there is
within the Færies and also in our
small LandFinding group. Yes it
really feels so human: do what
is close to your heart, try to go
for your best, but whatever you
have to give is good.
In a way I’m afraid to start using
too big words, especially as we
all have our very different ideas
about Færie space but one big
thing that has been revealed to
me last year is Spirit: To buy land
is one thing but to really make it
a Sanctuary doesn›t feel to me
like something we can achieve
just by ourselves. It is something
way beyond our capabilities as
individuals. It takes blessing
and guidance to make it really
that special place. Knowing that
we try to do something beyond
our own capabilities is terribly
humbling. I have to have faith in
providence, in something bigger.
That to me is expressed the best
in the Native American term
Spirit. The blessings I received
during my landfinding trip have
made my relationship with Spirit
very Tangible to me and that is to
me the biggest blessing I have
ever had in my life.
BB Ha: You mean it›s difficult
to have safe sex, or to know
what it is exactly?

I started to realize what Færie
space does to me and so many
of you around me. How it brings
us closer to who we are, to
our motivation in life. If it was
just for the sake of escapism,
creating just that safe island I
wouldn’t want it. But I feel that
if we come closer to the core
of our motivation, we don’t only
enjoy life so much more, but also
really start to contribute to this

Dee: I think I’m too much of a
technician not to understand
what safe sex means. No, the
difficult part is to deal with my
desires. Desires of closeness,
desires of giving up, desire for
taking risks. That strange mix
that comes out in this life.
It feels sort of karmic, at least
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Butt Page
Interview:

«...to enjoy
being horny
and intimate in
a good healing
mix....»

DeeTale

Eurofæries Pørno
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within the timeframe of this life:
all the emotions I pushed away
as a kid still look for ways to
come out. I feel I›m getting in
a better relation with Little Joost
the more I’m opening up my
emotional life but there are dark
and hard parts that rein me also
more as in the same process of
opening up more emotional, I
loose the grips that I used to find
in my rational control.

Eurofæries

Butt Page
Interview:

BB Ha: You don›t have to
answer this, but I must ask
you about your extraordinarily
meaty & beautiful cock.
How would you describe
your relationship to it? Is it
primarily a gift or a burden?
Do people see You differently
because of it?
Has your
involvement
with
Færies
changed any of this?
Dee: I did wonder for a while if
I want to answer this to all you
girls but it is too much of a real
question, not to. My relation with
my cock definitely is double. It
has proven its advantages over
time, but as it is with physical
attraction, it has also brought
me into situations where I was
appreciated only for it... and in
the end that does take a toll,
yes.
So coming into Færie space
I was very cautious to get
sexual... and through that end up
in unpleasant relations like had
happened so often after such
one-time sex encounters in daily
life. Slowly I did open up and I
enjoy it more and more to be
sexual in Færie space, to enjoy
being horny and intimate in a
good healing mix. Yet to really
let go of all my restraints I find
hard: to really get so horny that
I can easily cum, for example, is
hard for me in intimacy. Probably
still some Catholic tweaks there.
And yes I can hate that as it is
sooo hard for me to change.

DeeTale

It does feel good to not focus
on it too much anymore but
sometimes that also feels like
sooo much of a compromise and
then I hate it. Sex may become
more of a part of my Færie life,
of my Whole life but still there
is this gap with the anonymous
scenes and that other part of
me. And even the anonymous
sex doesn’t excite me easily
anymore. Or it has to be sort
of intimate at the same time or
it has to be about challenging
my limits. You guess what that
means...
BB Ha: What is your vision for
Færie community?
Dee: Well I think you can feel
that already in what I told before
so here I will give you more of
my practical image: A really
marvelous piece of natural land
where some of us live and keep
a community going. A place that
is open to everyone who feels
they have to be there.
We all live there together, all
running our own little businesses
to still have a bit of an income

*Hausgemachter
Pørno
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but most of the time putting
into making the place more
functional, more beautiful. And
do it all in good timing: At a pace
that feels good. Take time for
that good talk when you feel like
it, or to go quiet when you need
to go within. Let nature enter my
systems deeper and deeper. and
then yes to have the big feasts of
big gatherings and smaller ones
at different times through the
year. Drag, theatre, music and
all that beautiful expression in
this beautiful nature.
I would love to have animals at
the sanctuary but the challenge
will be to do it in a way that
they don›t disturb the wildlife
around us. If we could come to
the blessed situation of the OZ
Færies where the wildlife really
starts to trust the Sanctuary and
feels free there.....
Well and living there I really
want to have at least weekly
heartcircles if not more. To deal
with what we all go through but
also all the practical stuff. And
that will not all be easy. I›m
really sure Sanctuary frustrates
deeply: There you cannot
blame anyone if you don›t feel
good. Only yourself. That must
be hard at times and cause
clashes. I do have confidence
though, nourished by what we
have gone through already, that
we will have really good things
come out of those clashes. Even
if there never will come a Færie
land here, Sanctuary has started
already for me. In my heart, with
my friends of the LandFinding,
with all of you. Yes it has given
me the most beautiful focus in
my life. A life that until recently
was only just one big question
mark where it came to this what
do I do it for...

CONTACTS POINTS:
Eurofæries Netherlands
Contact: Habibi Ding
j.ferguson@chello.nl
(English/Dutch)
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
Eurofæries France
efthimios@aol.com (in English
or French)
EFc/o Kalos, 7rue Payenne
Paris 75003 France
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
Eurofæries Berlin
ButchBuddha (German or
English)
howaberlin@hotmail.com
EurofæriesBerlin
c/o Mann-O-Meter
Bülowstrasse 106
D10783 Berlin G e r m a n y
RheingoldFæries
Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf
Germany
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de
Eurofæries BalticCircle
viking_diva@hotmail.com
http://groups.msn.com/
EuroFaeries
c/o Viking Diva
PO Box 3698,10501 Tallin
Estonia
Irish Radical Facries
An Sidheog
71 Ballyculter Road
Loughkeelan,
Downnpatrick
County Down BT30 7BD,
Northern Ireland
Færies@dissid.net
www.beyond-thepale.
co.uk/egregious3.htm
Edward Carpenter
Community / BM ECC
London WC1N 3XX
United Kingdom (UK)
www.edwardcarpenter
community.org.uk
info@edwardcarpentercommu
nity.
org.uk
Tel.(UK) [44](0)8703-215121
LotusFæries (Bangkok/Asia)
Habibi Has become “Mei-Mei”
and wel comes Færie energie & visitors
in

Make your
own
EuroFærie
Postcard>
Instructions:

1.Print-out (this
page only)
2.Cut-out MpZpc#7
3.Glue on stiff
paper or card
4.Stamp& post to
friends & Lovers
xViel

Spaß!

MpZ Bulletin Board

http://www.gayhistory.com
www.archivists.org/saagroups/lagar/home.htm.
www.clan.de/CCCProjects/CCCMEMBERS/SchwulesMuseum/
Index.html Berlin›s Schwules Museum (Gay Museum) houses
an important archive including many original items dating back to
the early 19th Century including Karl Ulrichs› Ara Spei and many
of Magnus Hirschfeld›s books. The museum›s web site (German
only) provides contact and location information, along with exhibition
announcements for the museum.
www.Gayromeo.com
Berlin based free gayprofile and chat network with Radicalfaerie
club recently set up by Fanta.
www.babelfish.altavista.com
Online translation program to read any websites into «your»
language. Not 100% but it allows you to understand basic content.
Thailand. Come to the Tropical
Paradise
gathering in Feb2004
contact: jf_in_bkk@yahoo.com
Australian Færy Sanctuary
Heading downunder? we’d love
to wel come you to our NEW
Sanctuary- 130
acres of beautiful bushland in
NE NSWcontact
us for details - Love & Light
færie
air kisses
Australian Radical Færies PO
Box 495
Nimbin 2480 NSW 02 66897070
-87
Hetherington Rd Wadeville
NSW 2474

ozFæries@yahoo.com
Quarterly newsletter “Fae
Raves” Subs,
Donations, Membership,
Support see
www. geocities.com/ozfæries for
details
Færie Sanctuaries (USA)
Short Mountain Sanctuary
247 Sanctuary Lane
Liberty,Tennessee (TN) 37095
USA
Telephone:[1](615)563-4397
Messages
only
Vermont Radical Faeries
P.O. Box 531
Winooski, Vermont
www.Færiecampdestiny.org
PHONE: Call the millbillies at

Telephone:[1](802)295-7105
Wolf Creek Sanctuary
P.O. Box 312
Wolf Creek, Oregon (OR) 97497
USA
www.nomenus.org
E-MAIL: nomenus@budget.net
Telephone:[1](541)866-2678
Zuni Mountain Sanctuary
P.O. Box 636
Ramah, New Mexico
(NM)87321 USA
www.zms.org
E-MAIL: zunimtn@cia-g.com
Telephone:[1]505-783-4002
Chicago Faerie Circle
(Kale) PO Box 607282
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60660-7282
www.geocities.com/
Faeriechicago
E-MAIL:
chicago@radicalFærie.com
Miami Faerie Contacts
Kelpie House
6700 SW 52nd St.
Miami, Florida (FL) 33155USA
Telephone:[1]305-667-7601
COMMENTS: Ask for Gawen,
the
Innkeeper.
NYC Circle of Radical Faeries
c/o the FaerieGram
PO Box 150296
Brooklyn, New York (NY) 11215
USA
www.radicalFæries.net
communities.msn.com/
radicalFæriesnyc
Telephone:[1]718-625-4505
Moon Circle - Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California (CA)
www.mooncircle.net
Southern California Area
Radical Faeries
(SCARF)
Faerie Dish Rag (FDR)
PO Box 26807
Los Angeles, CA90026 USA
E-MAIL: socaradfae@aol.com
Telephone:[1]213-666-1350
COMMENTS: Also email
faedishrag@aol.com.
Seattle Fairy Phone
Seattle, Washington (WA)USA
Telephone:[1]206-366-2132
COMMENTS: Event tape for the
Seattle
area.
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